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Abstract. Akasofu’s solar wind ε parameter describes the
coupling of solar wind energy to the magnetosphere and
ionosphere. Analysis of fluctuations in ε using model inde-
pendent scaling techniques including the peaks of probabil-
ity density functions (PDFs) and generalised structure func-
tion (GSF) analysis show the fluctuations were self-affine
(mono-fractal, single exponent scaling) over 9 octaves of
time scale from ∼46 s to ∼9.1 h. However, the peak scal-
ing exponent α0 was a function of the fluctuation bin size, so
caution is required when comparing the exponents for differ-
ent data sets sampled in different ways. The same generic
scaling techniques revealed the organisation and functional
form of concurrent fluctuations in azimuthal magnetospheric
electric fields implied by SuperDARN HF radar measure-
ments of line-of-sight Doppler velocity, vLOS, made in the
high-latitude austral ionosphere. The PDFs of vLOS fluc-
tuation were calculated for time scales between 1 min and
256 min, and were sorted into noon sector results obtained
with the Halley radar, and midnight sector results obtained
with the TIGER radar. The PDFs were further sorted accord-
ing to the orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field, as
well as ionospheric regions of high and low Doppler spec-
tral width. High spectral widths tend to occur at higher
latitude, mostly on open field lines but also on closed field
lines just equatorward of the open-closed boundary, whereas
low spectral widths are concentrated on closed field lines
deeper inside the magnetosphere. The vLOS fluctuations were
most self-affine (i.e. like the solar wind ε parameter) on
the high spectral width field lines in the noon sector iono-
sphere (i.e. the greater cusp), but suggested multi-fractal be-
haviour on closed field lines in the midnight sector (i.e. the
central plasma sheet). Long tails in the PDFs imply that
“microbursts” in ionospheric convection occur far more fre-
quently, especially on open field lines, than can be captured
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using the effective Nyquist frequency and volume resolution
of SuperDARN radars.
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1 Introduction
Some complex physical systems can establish a scale-free
state known as self-organised criticality (SOC) (Bak et al.,
1987; Frette et al., 1996). These systems exhibit burstiness,
intermittency, and self-similarity over many orders of spatial
and temporal scale. Familiar examples of terrestrial systems
exhibiting SOC may include earthquakes, the accumulation
of snow on mountain tops, and water drops on a pane of glass
(Jensen, 1998). All undergo potentially catastrophic energy
release via localised or system-wide avalanches, a defining
feature of SOC. The intermittency of avalanches means the
probability of major, sometimes life-threatening energy re-
lease is far greater than predicted by simple Gaussian statis-
tics. For example, nivologists aim to incorporate the power-
law behaviour of self-organised systems into routine predic-
tions of avalanche risk for the European Alps (Palmer, 2003).
This is an example of the way in which complexity science
might contribute to the preservation of human life.
Solar flares (Lu, 1995), the solar wind (Freeman et al.,
2000; Hnat et al., 2003a), and the magnetosphere (Klimas
et al., 2000; Baker et al., 1999; Consolini and Chang, 2001),
are good examples of astrophysical systems exhibiting the
intermittency characteristic of SOC. However, some aspects
of their statistical behaviour may also be characteristic of
other kinds of non-linear dynamics (Sornette, 2000). Fluc-
tuations within systems exhibiting the same statistical be-
haviour may be governed by the same set of non-linear equa-
tions, irrespective of the “micro” physics governing them.
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For example, Hnat et al. (2003b) modeled the probability
density functions (PDFs) of solar wind fluctuations using a
generalised Fokker-Planck equation (Sornette, 2000) and a
Castaing model (Castaing et al., 1990). Statistical physics
approaches like these provide constraints on first princi-
ple physics models, such as magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD)
models incorporating kinetic effects, which must ultimately
describe the same kind of non-linear behaviour. Studies like
these are also important because they will contribute to the
prediction of the risk of space weather events such as solar
flares and substorms.
The extent to which fluctuations of currents and electric
fields within the magnetosphere and ionosphere are driven
by, or independent of, corresponding fluctuations in the solar
wind is still an open question (Freeman et al., 2000; Uritsky
et al., 2001). It is well known that electric field fluctuations
within the greater cusp are strongly coupled to the fluctua-
tions in the solar-wind via magnetic reconnection (Pinnock
et al., 1993). In this paper the greater cusp refers to the iono-
spheric projection of the dayside low latitude boundary layer
(LLBL), cusp, cleft, and adjacent mantle.
However, there is nearly always a background compo-
nent of electric potential and current flow that is not directly
controlled by the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (Kel-
ley, 1989). In fact, spatial fluctuation of electric fields in
the high-latitude ionosphere are strongest during IMF north-
ward conditions, when coupling to the solar wind is weakest
(Golovchanskaya et al., 2002). This was attributed to the in-
terchange instability acting over extended regions of closed
magnetic flux when Bz is northward.
There might be characteristic variations in the electrody-
namic fluctuations, and the dynamical equations governing
them, for different phases of the sunspot cycle, different
states of the IMF, and in different magnetospheric regions.
For example, it is well known that changes in the IMF rapidly
couple to the dayside ionosphere and magnetosphere, and
probably the nightside ionosphere and magnetotail, at least
for some events (e.g., see Ruohoniemi et al., 2002). How-
ever, the spectacular consequence of these IMF changes, the
onset of magnetospheric substorms and the development of a
distinct current systems which include the substorm current
wedge, are often delayed. Certainly, there must be differ-
ences between instabilities acting in the cusp and magneto-
tail.
A recent study by Hnat et al. (2005) suggests that fluctu-
ations in auroral electrojet indices are partly driven by the
solar wind, yet partly independent, hence suggesting self-
organised behaviour in the magnetotail. Although some sub-
storms are triggered by IMF northward turnings, and the so-
lar wind may be the ultimate source of energy, it is well
known that substorm evolution is not necessarily directly
driven by solar wind variability. Substorm evolution can also
be dominated by reconnection of closed magnetic flux in the
central plasma sheet (CPS) (e.g. Lester et al., 20051). Unlike
the fluctuations in solar wind parameters which are mono-
fractal, electric field fluctuations associated with current dis-
ruption in the CPS may be multi-fractal at time scales less
than the substorm cycle (e.g. Lui, 2001; Vo¨ro¨s et al., 2003).
The aim of this paper is to identify the characteristics
of magnetospheric electric field fluctuations implied by Su-
per Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) observa-
tions of line-of-sight Doppler velocity, vLOS, in the noon and
midnight sectors of the high-latitude ionosphere. Magneto-
spheric electric fields map to ionospheric electric fields, ex-
cept at short scales in regions of strong Pedersen conduc-
tance and field-aligned potential drops (Weimer et al., 1985).
Hence the characteristics of electric field fluctuations may
differ depending on whether they occur within regions of low
Pedersen conductance which tend to occur in the weakly il-
luminated polar cap ionosphere (open field lines), or within
regions of high Pedersen conductance which tend to occur in
nightside auroral regions (closed field lines) (see Parkinson
et al., 2004).
Here we analyse Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
spacecraft measurements of the solar wind and SuperDARN
HF radar measurements of vLOS for the year 2000. First we
characterise fluctuations in the solar wind ε parameter by cal-
culating the probability density functions (PDFs) and statisti-
cal moments of fluctuations in ε on various time scales. Next
we characterise concurrent fluctuations in vLOS by calculat-
ing PDFs sorted according to IMF orientation, magnetic lo-
cal time (MLT), and approximate regions of open and closed
magnetic flux. The different sets of PDFs are re-scaled using
the generic and model independent techniques described by
Hnat et al. (2002b, 2003a, 2005). The extent to which the
PDFs collapse to a common curve reveals whether they are
self-affine (mono-fractal, single exponent scaling) or possi-
bly multi-fractal (e.g. Lui, 2001; Vo¨ro¨s et al., 2003). These
results provide further insights into the dynamics governing
the behaviour of the coupled ionosphere–magnetosphere sys-
tem.
2 Scaling of the solar wind ε parameter
2.1 Instruments and data set
The ACE spacecraft was located at about 235 Re upstream
of the Earth, and provided nearly continuous measurements
of solar wind conditions throughout the year 2000. We ob-
tained measurements of the solar wind speed vSW (McComas
et al., 1998) measured in geocentric solar magnetospheric
(GSM) co-ordinates at 64-s time resolution, and the three
IMF components (Bz, By , Bz) (Smith et al., 1998) measured
1Lester, M., Parkinson, M. L., Wild, J. A., et al.: Simultaneous
observations of ionospheric flow and tail reconnection signatures
during the substorm expansion phase, Ann. Geophys., submitted,
2005.
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Fig. 1. Probability density functions (PDFs) of all the fluctua-
tions in the solar wind ε parameter for year 2000. The different
curves correspond to time scales τ=64 s (black), 128 s, 256 s, . . . ,
65 536 s (18.2 h) (red). The number of available δε values varied
from 436 303 for τ=1024 s to 457 608 for τ=16 536 s. A bin size of
0.00110 W was used for δε in this plot.
in GSM co-ordinates at 16-s resolution. The IMF data were
re-sampled at 64-s resolution, and then used to construct a
single time series of the solar wind ε parameter which pro-
vides a measure of the fraction of solar wind Poynting flux
entering the magnetosphere via magnetic reconnection:
ε = vSW B
2
µ0
l20 sin
4
(
θ
2
)
(1)
where B=
(
B2x + B2y + B2z
)1/2
, µ0=4pi×107 H m−1,
l0=7RE , and θ= arctan
( |By|
Bz
)
.
This parameter was not evaluated using measurements
made when ACE was within the magnetosphere.
The calculation of scaling parameters for ε is known to be
problematic (Hnat et al., 2002b). Equation (1) shows that ε
is a minimum (maximum) when the angle θ=0◦ (180◦), cor-
responding to the IMF pointing directly northward (south-
ward). The problem arises in the sin4(θ /2) term which en-
sures the distribution of ε values is dominated by many
small, effectively near zero values, and then it decays rapidly,
converging asymptotically toward zero for ε∼1010 W and
greater. That is, weak solar wind coupling is prevalent, and
intense coupling is rare.
2.2 Scaling collapse of the fluctuation PDFs
Fluctuations in ε were analysed to elucidate the techniques
we use to quantify the fractal qualities of the data. The results
also provided context for our main analysis of vLOS fluctua-
tions which may be partly driven by the ε fluctuations. The
first technique aims to identify a single component, power
law scaling regime of ε fluctuations through an analysis of
Fig. 2. Scaling of the PDF peaks, log2P (0, τ ) versus log2τ , for
the δε curves shown in Fig. 2. The linear best fit to the data yields
a slope of α0=0.33±0.03 using a bin size of 1δε=0.00110 W. The
error bars assume shot noise ∝√n/n, and the vertical dashed line
indicates the approximate outer time scale for the power law regime.
probability density functions (PDFs). We define a PDF ele-
ment as δn/(n1x) where n is the total number of samples,
and δn is the number of samples within bins of size 1x.
The subsequent account is concise, following the detailed ac-
counts given by Hnat et al. (2002a, b), and inspired by the
earlier work of Mantegna and Stanley (1995).
A fluctuation in ε was defined as δε(t, τ )=ε(t)−ε(t−τ )
where τ is an adjustable time separation between samples. In
practice, every εthi sample was tested for the existence of an
ε fluctuation δεi=εi−εj such that the actual time separation
between samples, δt , equaled one of the native time series
values τ=64 s, 128 s, 256 s, . . . , or 524 288 s (roughly 1 min
to 6.1 days). A 2% relative error in |δt−τ | was tolerated,
but the sample corresponding to the minimum difference be-
tween δt and τ was always identified. In practice, the average
relative error in |δt−τ | was 1%. Our search algorithm had
the advantage of recovering many fluctuations at large τ from
relatively small data sets, yet the disadvantage of introducing
correlations between samples at the largest τ . Even so, our
calculations are in agreement with previous results.
Figure 1 shows the PDFs of δε on a logarithmic scale
for various values of τ ranging from 64 s (black) to 18.2 h
(red). That is, we plot log10P (δε, τ ) versus δε, where
P(δε, τ )=δn/(n1δε) is the occurrence of δε in bins of size
1δε. The PDFs of δε are symmetric, peaking at the ori-
gin, and then gradually decaying toward zero for large posi-
tive and negative values. However, there is a greater occur-
rence of small (large) δε values for small (large) values of τ .
The crossover points are located near δε∼±0.310 W. Clearly,
these PDFs have the long tails characteristic of strongly lep-
tokurtic, non-Gaussian functions.
www.ann-geophys.net/24/689/2006/ Ann. Geophys., 24, 689–705, 2006
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Fig. 3. Scaling collapse of the PDFs of δε for τ=64 s to 32 768 s
(9.1 h) shown in Fig. 1 onto a common curve (see text). A single
scaling exponent α0=0.33 was used (Fig. 2), but the scaling collapse
was also good for a range of values including α0=0.43.
Figure 2 plots the logarithm of the peak probability of each
PDF versus the logarithm of τ . That is, we plot estimates of
log2P (0,τ ) versus log2τ . The P (0,τ ) values were estimated
by averaging the four values of P (δε, τ ) centred on δε=0, and
using bins of width 1δε=0.00110 W. Within statistical error,
the data points lie on a straight line with slope α0=0.33±0.03
over 9 octaves of τ ranging from 64 s to ∼9.1 h. Clearly,
the linearity of the data breaks down at τ∼18.2 h, and defi-
nitely for τ≥36.4 h. The vertical line in Fig. 2 represents the
approximate limit of the turbulent regime sharing the same
scaling (and non-linear dynamics). The single, power law
scaling parameter α0 will be used to re-scale the PDFs shown
in Fig. 1.
Figure 3 shows collapse of all the PDFs of δεs from τ=64 s
to 9.1 h (cf. Fig. 1) onto a single, common curve. Here,
log10(Ps(δεs , τ )) versus δεs where Ps(δεs , τ )=τα0P (δε,
τ ) and δεs=δετ−α0 has been plotted. Most of the PDF for
τ=18.2 (not shown) also collapsed to the same curve, but
systematic differences began to show, and the scaling break
was indisputable by τ=36.4 h. The choice of a small bin size,
1δε=0.00110 W, helped to emphasise the scatter in our esti-
mates of PDF elements. The scatter bars assuming shot noise
within individual bins are only slightly larger than the scatter
shown. Within statistical error, we conclude the results show
single scaling exponent collapse of fluctuations in ε for all τ
from 64 s to 9.1 h.
Scaling collapse of the solar wind ε parameter has been
shown previously (e.g., Hnat et al., 2002a, b). Using Wind
spacecraft observations made during 1995 to 1998, Hnat et
al. (2002b) showed the peaks of the PDFs of δε were well de-
scribed by a power law for τ up to 4.6 h, and possibly even for
τ=9.2 h and more (see their Fig. 2). Hnat et al. (2003b) also
showed the solar wind parameter vB2 scaled for τ up to 26 h.
Fig. 4. The variation of the scaling parameter α0 estimated us-
ing the peaks of the PDFs plotted against the bin size used to
resolve the amplitude and shape of the peaks. A local max-
imum of α0=0.43±0.03 was obtained for a bin size of about
1δε∼0.0000110 W (i.e. log10=−5 on the scale).
Given we expect solar cycle variability (Pagel and Balogh,
2002; Hnat et al., 2005) and a particular turbulent regime
may not end suddenly, our outer temporal scale, τ≈9.1 h, is
in basic agreement. However, Hnat et al. (2002b) obtained
α0=0.42±0.03 using bin sizes 1δε which decrease logarith-
mically with δε, and this disagrees with our initial estimate
of α0=0.33±0.03.
The amplitude and shape of the peaks is controlled by
the choice of bin size for these strongly leptokurtic PDFs
with δ-function like peaks. Figure 4 illustrates how the scal-
ing parameter α0 varied with the bin size 1δε. It can be
seen that α0 had a local maximum of α0=0.43±0.03 for
1δε∼0.0000110 W, in agreement with earlier work. On the
one hand, it makes sense to estimate the scaling parameter α0
using the peaks where there is the largest number of δε values
and thus statistical fluctuations are least. On the other hand,
errors in the measurements of Bx , By , Bz, and vsw combine
in a complicated way to limit the accuracy of estimates of
ε. In turn, these errors affect estimates of the smallest val-
ues of δε and also the shape of the peaks. The local maxi-
mum in Fig. 4 may correspond to the point where the effects
of numerical and measurement errors begin to dominate for
smaller bin sizes.
Hnat et al. (2002b) identified the similarity of α0 for PDFs
of δε and fluctuations in the auroral electrojet indices, AL,
AU, and AE. This raised the possibility that small-scale fluc-
tuations in the magnetospheric current system are directly
driven by the solar wind. Figure 4 illustrates how difficult it
is to scale the ε parameter, and suggests caution in making di-
rect comparisons between the absolute values of α0 obtained
for completely different data sets. However, the presence of
fluctuations common to the solar wind and electrojet indices
Ann. Geophys., 24, 689–705, 2006 www.ann-geophys.net/24/689/2006/
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Fig. 5. A generalised structure function analysis (GSF) showing the
variation of the moments Sm(τ )=〈|δε(t, τ ) |m〉 with time scale τ for
orders m=1 to 6. The results are linearised on a log-log scale over
time scales from 64 s to ∼2 h. We also show the variation of the
standard deviation σ (τ )=[S2(τ )]1/2 with τ (squares). Least squares
fits have been applied to all of the moments.
can be inferred from relative variations in the corresponding
scaling parameters, such as those which depend upon solar
phase (Hnat et al., 2005).
2.3 Generalised Structure Function (GSF) analysis
The previous analysis identified a small-scale solar wind
regime where single exponent scaling exists. Although
Ps(δεs , τ ) collapse suggests self-affinity, there may be non-
self-affine fluctuations which also collapse the PDFs. Ide-
ally, the higher order moments, including the standard de-
viation, should be analysed to confirm self-affinity (Hnat
et al., 2002b, 2003a). Here we use generalised structure
functions (GSF), or “variograms,” Sm, to better characterise
the leptokurtic properties of the data. As explained by
Hnat et al. (2003a, 2005), the variograms of the fluctuations
δε(t, τ )=ε(t)−ε(t−τ ) are defined as the time average of their
moments, Sm(τ )=〈|δε(t, τ ) |m〉 where m is any real number,
not necessarily positive. For power law scaling of δε(t, τ ),
Sm(τ )∝τ ζ(m), and a log-log plot of Sm versus τ will reveal a
straight line for each m with gradients ζ (m). If the time se-
ries of ε is self-affine, then ζ (m)=αGSFm with a single scal-
ing exponent αGSF. The parameter αGSF obtained in this way
should also collapse the PDFs onto a common curve, as in
Fig. 3.
Figure 5 shows the variogram of the moments Sm(τ )
for m=1 to 6 (bottom to top). S0(τ )=〈|δε|0〉 is trivial and
not shown, S1(τ )=〈|δε|1〉 is the mean, and S2(τ ) provides
the standard deviation, σ (τ )=[S2(τ )]1/2, of the fluctuations.
Within statistical error, the moments for m=1 to 6 are linear
over 6 to 7 octaves of τ ranging from 64 s to ∼2 h. This sug-
Fig. 6. This figure shows the gradients of the linear best fit curves,
ζ (m), shown in Fig. 6, versus order m over the range m=−1 to 7.
The gradient of the best fit curve to the present, combined results
gives αGSF=0.25±0.05.
gests the break in the scaling regime is somewhat less than
the ∼9.1 h obtained using the preceding analysis. However,
the estimates of the moments, especially for large absolute
values of m, can be greatly perturbed by a few very large
outliers. That is, the moments become very sensitive to sta-
tistical uncertainty created by the small number of very large
fluctuations δε available at all values of τ . This familiar prob-
lem was moderated by only calculating Sm(τ ) using δε val-
ues less than 10σ , where σ was initially estimated using all
samples. This process is known as “conditioning.” However,
there is still a practical range of m in the GSF analysis.
Figure 5 (squares) show the scaling of σ (τ )∝τH where
H is the Hurst exponent [ζ (2)/2]. Like the results for the
moment S1(τ ), within experimental uncertainty, the scal-
ing of σ (τ ) is linear out to at least τ=2.3 h. We obtain
H=0.23±0.05, but note that this parameter does not dis-
tinguish between Gaussian and non-Gaussian fluctuations
(Mandelbrot, 2002).
In Fig. 6 we test whether Sm(τ )∝τ ζ(m), plotting ζ (m)
versus order m over the range m=−1 to 7. By definition,
ζ (0)=0 with no error. Within experimental error, the gra-
dients ζ (m) increase linearly with m, except for the case
m=−1, the calculation of which is too sensitive to the prob-
lematic peaks of the PDFs. The gradient of the best fit
curve gives αGSF=0.25±0.05, and this value also collapsed
the PDFs onto a single common curve (cf. Fig. 3). In fact,
good scaling collapse was achieved over a fairly broad range
of scaling parameters. Overall, the analysis of the higher or-
der moments confirms the self-affinity of the ε data over time
scales of 64 s to 2 h or more.
Note that prior to the analysis of ε fluctuations, the tech-
nique was exercised using a synthetic time series with well
known properties. Using Eq. (2.3) of Janicki et al. (2005) an
www.ann-geophys.net/24/689/2006/ Ann. Geophys., 24, 689–705, 2006
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Fig. 7. The fields of view (FoV) of the Halley (top) and TIGER
(bottom) SuperDARN radars are shown mapped to a clock dial plot
of MLT and latitude. Beam 0 of each radar is the western most
beam, and the observation cells used in this study are drawn in bold.
Equipotentials given by the DMSP satellite-based Ionospheric Con-
vection Model (DICM) (Papitashvili and Rich, 2002) for (Bx , By ,
Bz)=(0, 0, −5) nT are also shown. The minimum electric potential
in the dusk cell was −53.3 kV, the maximum potential in the dawn
cell was 34.9 kV, and contours are separated by 2.5 kV.
α-stable Levy walk with α=1.5 (not the same as α0 or αGSF)
was created. This time series exhibits behaviour reminis-
cent of economic index fluctuations (e.g. the S&P 500, Man-
tegna and Stanley, 1995). Approximately one million sam-
ples were generated, and then analysed using peak scaling
and GSF analysis. From peak scaling, α0=0.63±0.02 was
obtained, and from GSF H=0.50±0.02 and αGSF=0.53±0.05
were obtained. The equality H=αGSF is expected for these
uncorrelated fluctuations. All the moments exhibited power
law scaling over the full range of τ , and scaling collapse of
the PDFs was also achieved.
The preceding techniques can be used to quantify the char-
acteristics of turbulent or SOC-like regimes, and will be ap-
plied to concurrent HF radar measurements in subsequent
sections.
3 Scaling of the SuperDARN vLOS observations
3.1 Instruments and data set
SuperDARN is a network of oblique sounding HF backscat-
ter radars established to study convection in the high-latitude
ionosphere (Greenwald et al., 1995). SuperDARN radars
typically measure the line-of-sight Doppler velocity, vLOS,
in up to 16 different beam directions separated by 3.24◦
and at 75 range gates starting from 180 km and separated
by 45 km. Depending on group range, individual vLOS
measurements are averaged over an area of ∼100×45 km.
Here we use observations made with the Halley SuperDARN
radar (75.5◦ S, 26.6◦ W; 62◦CGM), and the TIGER Super-
DARN radar (43.4◦ S, 147.2◦ E; 55◦CGM) (Dyson and De-
vlin, 2000; Dyson et al., 2003). Year 2000 was chosen for
analysis, because this was the first full year of joint radar op-
erations.
SuperDARN radars repeatedly transmit pulse sets to mea-
sure and average the autocorrelation function (ACF) of re-
turned signals, whilst minimising the effects of range alias-
ing out to great ranges (∼3300 km). The pulse set uses a
fundamental lag length of 2400µs, which corresponds to an
effective Nyquist frequency of ±208.3 Hz. For a typical op-
erating frequency of 12 MHz, this corresponds to a Nyquist
velocity of ±2604 m s−1. Hence, depending on the chosen
pulse set and operating frequency, SuperDARN radars will
alias large velocity transients of 2–3 km s−1 and more. If
the ionospheric convection is fractal in space and time, the
small-scale electric field structure will not be resolved.
An algorithm known as “FITACF” (Baker et al., 1995)
uses the coherently averaged ACFs to estimate the backscat-
ter power (signal-to-noise ratio) (dB), line-of-sight Doppler
velocity vLOS (m s−1), and Doppler spectral width (m s−1).
Only ionospheric scatter with FITACF power >3 dB and
vLOS error <200 m s−1 were analysed here. The velocity er-
rors generally increased with decreasing power and increas-
ing spectral width. Thresholding the data with a large veloc-
ity error ensured a sufficient number of samples with large
velocity. However, when the error threshold was reduced,
our results were basically the same, except scatter in the
PDFs increased, especially for the rare fluctuations of most
interest. As will be explained, the FITACF velocity errors
cannot explain the long tails of the PDFs of δvLOS to be
shown.
Figure 7 shows the field of view (FoV) of the Halley
radar (blue) and TIGER (red) radar mapped to a standard
clock-dial plot consisting of MLT and magnetic latitude mea-
sured in altitude adjusted corrected geomagnetic (CGM) co-
ordinates (Baker and Wing, 1989). The Halley radar is lo-
cated ∼6◦ closer to the geomagnetic pole than the TIGER
radar. Hence the Halley radar is better suited for observing
the greater cusp (as previously defined), whereas TIGER is
better suited for observing the nightside auroral oval. How-
ever, both radars can observe scatter on open and closed field
lines, day or night.
The daytime sector was defined as the six-hour interval
08:00 to 14:00 MLT for the Halley radar, and the nighttime
sector as 20:00 to 02:00 for the TIGER radar (yellow shad-
ing). The daytime sector was biased toward pre-noon be-
cause this was better aligned with the observed distribution of
echoes with large spectral width, and to preserve symmetry
Ann. Geophys., 24, 689–705, 2006 www.ann-geophys.net/24/689/2006/
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with the nighttime sector used for TIGER. The latter was bi-
ased toward pre-midnight where the spectral width bound-
ary is a better proxy for the open-closed field line boundary
(Parkinson et al., 2004; Chisham et al., 2005). Note that we
also aim to separate the analysis according to open and closed
flux.
Ideally, the radar FoVs should have been fixed in MLT for
all UT to ensure all of the vLOS fluctuations were purely tem-
poral. Although the observed vLOS fluctuations were mostly
due to temporal variations in the electric field (Abel and
Freeman, 2002), the radars rotated through their respective
time sectors once per day. Hence the observed fluctuations
were influenced by spatial variations in the underlying statis-
tical convection pattern, especially at the largest time scale
τ . Knowledge of the unique convection pattern at every in-
stant would be required to correct for the spatial variations
in our analysis. Even so, we might expect complimentary
fluctuations in space and time.
Most of the ionospheric scatter detected by SuperDARN
radars at ranges greater than 600 km is thought to emanate
from F-region decametre-scale irregularities which drift at
the E×B/B2 velocity (Villain et al., 1985). Hence fluc-
tuations in vLOS are proportional to fluctuations in the cor-
responding orthogonal electric field in the ionosphere. A
fluctuation of vLOS=200 m s−1 corresponds to a fluctuation
of E≈8.8 mV m−1 at representative group ranges within the
Halley radar FoV. The magnetic field is stronger within the
TIGER FoV, so the same vLOS fluctuation corresponds to a
fluctuation of E≈11.3 mV m−1. Of course, the full vector
electric fields will be somewhat larger on average.
Ionospheric echoes with low spectral width ≤75 m s−1
are defined as “Population A”, and those with large spec-
tral width ≥150 m s−1 as “Population B” (Parkinson et al.,
2003). Two widely separated thresholds were used to help
resolve the two populations because of overlap between their
corresponding PDFs. The two populations are often sepa-
rated by a distinct boundary in latitude, which is also a rea-
sonable proxy for the open-closed magnetic field line bound-
ary in proximity to the dayside cusp (Baker et al., 1995) and
in the pre-midnight sector (Lester et al., 2001; Parkinson
et al., 2002; Chisham et al., 2004). Although high spectral
widths are concentrated on open field lines, they can also oc-
cur on closed field lines (Dudeney et al., 1998; Woodfield et
al., 2002; Wild et al., 2004), especially just equatorward of
the open-closed boundary. Similarly, although low spectral
widths are concentrated on closed field lines deeper in the
magnetosphere, they can also occur on open field lines.
It is possible to construct up to 16 beams × 75 ranges =
1200 time series of vLOS for each radar. However, here we
only consider the measurements made on the “meridional”
beams of Halley (6, 7, 8, 9, and 10) and TIGER (2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6) (bold in Fig. 1). This ensured our statistics were dom-
inated by fluctuations in the zonal electric field, which tend
to be the strongest component in the polar cap. Data taken
on the two beams adjacent to the actual meridional beams (8
and 4) were used to increase the statistical significance of our
calculations. The scatter was also restricted to range gates
between 630 and 3330 km (bold) to eliminate most of the E-
region scatter which occurs at closer ranges, and the known
bad ranges which occur at the furthest ranges, a limitation of
the pulse set design. Thus we formed up to 5×61=305 time
series of vLOS for each radar.
For each radar time series, every ith velocity sample,
vLOS,i , was tested for the existence of a velocity fluctua-
tion δvLOS,i=vLOS,i−vLOS,j such that the actual time sepa-
ration between samples, δt , equaled one of τ=1, 2, 4, . . . ,
or 256 min. As with the δε analysis, a 2% relative error
in |δt−τ | was tolerated, but the relative errors were mostly
1%. The time resolution of the radar measurements was
typically 1 or 2 min, though sometimes as good as 6 s during
special campaigns of limited duration. Hence our choice of
a minimum τ=1 min. The outer time scale of 256 min was
limited by the 6-h windows of MLT (Fig. 7) and the Earth’s
rotation.
Each radar observation was tagged with an IMF vector de-
termined by advecting the IMF measured at the spacecraft
to the sub-solar magnetopause (∼10 Re) using hourly aver-
age solar wind speeds and the GSM x distance. This simple
method was adequate for a statistical analysis of numerous
observations made over an entire year. Finally, the results for
all chosen beams and ranges were compiled into single files,
though separately for each radar and value of τ . The results
were further sorted according to the orientation of the IMF,
MLT, and the Doppler spectral width.
3.2 Results for Halley radar vLOS (electric field)
Figure 4 suggested caution in making a direct comparison be-
tween the absolute values of scaling parameters obtained for
completely different data sets. However, direct comparison
of scaling parameters should be possible when analysing sub-
sets of the same measurements in a consistent way, including
the choice of bin size, as will be done in the remainder of
this paper. Nevertheless the results for the radar measure-
ments need to be considered in the context of the results for
ε fluctuations, a possible driver for the vLOS fluctuations.
Figure 8 shows PDFs of vLOS for τ=1, 2, 4, . . . , 256 min
observed using the Halley radar in the noon-sector iono-
sphere. Part (a) shows the results for Population B (spectral
width ≥150 m s−1), and part (b) shows the results for Popu-
lation A (spectral width ≤75 m s−1). Population B echoes
are more likely to be found at a higher latitude, on open
field lines in the polar cap ionosphere. This was confirmed
by an analysis of the PDFs of group range for these echoes.
Doppler spectral width tends to increase with the amplitude
of velocity fluctuations which are expected to increase in pro-
portion to the mean flow speed for turbulence, so it is not
surprising that larger vLOS tended to be observed for Popu-
lation B. Approximately 23% of |vLOS| values were greater
than 500 m s−1.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 8. PDFs of vLOS for τ=1 min (black), 2 min, . . . , 256 min (or-
ange) observed using the Halley radar during 08:00 to 14:00 MLT
throughout year 2000. The results were sorted according to (a)
spectral width ≥150 m s−1 (Population B), and (b) spectral width
≤75 m s−1 (Population A). The number of samples varied from
86 801 for τ=1 min to 562 542 for τ=8 min for Population B, and
from 58 276 for τ=1 min to 310 551 for τ=8 min for Population A.
A bin size of 1 m s−1 was used for vLOS. The scatter obtained for
this bin size is an approximate indication of shot noise.
The PDFs of vLOS are consistent with the expected be-
haviour of statistical convection models (cf. Fig. 7). In both
cases, they consist of three overlapping distributions. The
dominant peaks were associated with flows away from the
radar, or anti-sunward into the polar cap, whereas the sec-
ondary peaks were associated with flows toward the radar,
or in the sunward direction. In Fig. 8b, the PDFs shifted
toward negative values (anti-sunward flow) for Bz negative,
and toward positive values (sunward flow) for Bz positive
(not shown). There was less of a shift in velocity with Bz
for Fig. 8a because Population B echoes were concentrated
in the polar cap, a region less affected by expansion and con-
traction of the convection pattern. However, the ratio of the
amplitude of negative to positive vLOS peaks increased (de-
creased) for Bz southward (northward) subsets.
Notice that the PDFs for τ=256 min (orange) are shifted
further towards positive vLOS, more than is the case for
Fig. 9. PDFs of δvLOS for τ=1 min (black), 2 min, . . . , 256 min
(orange) for Halley Population B echoes (main panel). The number
of available samples varied from 86 801 for τ=1 min to 562 542 for
τ=8 min. The inset shows the PDF of the corresponding velocity
errors. Bin sizes of 1 m s−1 were used for both PDFs.
shorter τ . The PDFs were generated using vLOS values for
which δvLOS values were identified. Hence the first possible
value of vLOS occurred near 08:01 MLT for τ=1 min, but not
until 12:16 MLT for τ=256 min. This ensured the time in-
tervals used to calculate δvLOS were confined between 08:00
and 14:00 MLT. However, the vLOS samples for τ=256 min
were biased toward the afternoon sector, 12:16 to 14:00 MLT,
where slightly more flows with a sunward component were
observed. Indeed, the PDFs for all time scales became more
(less) alike for Bz southward (northward).
Tertiary peaks were centred very close to vLOS=0 m s−1
and correspond to echoes from zonal flows, especially at
nearer ranges. The artificial-looking bite outs near ±35 m
s−1 are related to the behaviour of the algorithm which flags
echoes as “ionospheric” or “ground” scatter. Because of
TIGER’s lower latitude, ionospheric echoes are more likely
to be misidentified as ground scatter than vice versa. How-
ever, some of the small vLOS samples may have been caused
by ground scatter misidentified as ionospheric scatter. Re-
gardless, exclusion of these low Doppler echoes did not
change the conclusions of this study, and improved methods
for resolving the two kinds of scatter are under development.
Figure 9 shows the PDFs of δvLOS(t, τ ) = vLOS(t) −
vLOS(t − τ ) for τ=1 to 256 min for Halley Population B
echoes. The PDFs reveal the extent to which large fluctua-
tions in vLOS are likely to occur on longer time scales. Many
more small fluctuations in vLOS occur for τ=1 min, whereas
many more large fluctuations in vLOS occur for τ=256 min.
The cross over point is near ∼200 m s−1. Although the
radars do not measure vLOS >2–3 km s−1, the available re-
sults suggest that at least 0.07% (34%) of δvLOS values ex-
ceeded 500 m s−1 for τ=1 min (256 min). Note that these
fractions might increase if smaller spatial regions could be
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Fig. 10. A GSF analysis showing the variation of the moments
Sm(τ )=〈|δvLOS(t, τ )|m〉 with time scale τ for orders m=1 to 6. The
results are linearised on a log-log scale over time scales from 1 min
to 256 min. Least squares fits have been applied and the error bars
(barely visible) are standard deviations of the moments. The varia-
tion of the standard deviation σ (τ )=[S2(τ )]1/2 with τ is also shown
(squares).
probed. Clearly, these PDFs have the long tails characteristic
of leptokurtic functions.
A large velocity error threshold was used for data selec-
tion, even though large measurement errors are known to
produce spurious “outliers.” It might be argued that the lep-
tokurtic PDFs of δvLOS arose from measurement errors, but
this is unlikely for the following reasons. In the first instance,
the velocity errors are only weakly correlated with the veloc-
ities, so the measurement errors should be statistically inde-
pendent of the time scale τ . Hence if measurement errors
completely dominated the tails, there would be no separation
of the results according to τ . Even so, the velocity errors
might still exert a significant influence on the results, chang-
ing the shape of the PDFs in some way.
The insert of Fig. 9 shows the PDF of the velocity errors
returned by FITACF for Halley Population B echoes. The
most probable velocity error was ∼27 m s−1, but only 14%
of the velocity errors were less than this, and there were
many velocity errors greater than the most probable value;
38% (11%) of the velocity errors were greater than 100 m
s−1 (200 m s−1), respectively. This extreme distribution was
used to create a discrete, synthetic time series with time reso-
lution 1 min and duration 1 year. Variations in the time series
had an occurrence frequency weighted by the corresponding
probability density of errors out to the chosen threshold of
200 m s−1. Individual variations were given an amplitude of
2/3 the velocity error, since the true error is always less than
the maximum error. A random number generator was used to
determine whether the individual variations were positive or
negative, and to shuffle the final set of elements in time, but
Fig. 11. This figure shows the gradients of the linear best fit curves,
ζ (m) shown in Fig. 10, versus order m over the range m=−1
to 6. The gradient of the best fit curve to these gradients gives
αGSF=0.17±0.06.
the PDF of the variations was the same as in the inset (i.e. not
Gaussian).
Next the synthetic time series was analysed in the same
way as the actual measurements of vLOS. The steep, bold
red curve in the main panel of Fig. 9 shows the PDF of the
synthetic time series for τ=256 min, superimposed upon the
synthetic results for all other τ . As expected, the PDFs of the
velocity errors are independent of τ . Note that all the peaks
are off scale. For δvLOS greater than ∼200 m s−1, it can be
seen that the probability density for the synthetic data is very
small compared to the actual radar measurements. The ve-
locity errors cannot reproduce the long tails distinguishing
the leptokurtic functions. In fact, the model results suggest
the velocity errors had their greatest impact on the peaks, ob-
scuring their δ-function like shape.
Finally, note that the same leptokurtic tails were obtained
when using velocity errors less than 200 m s−1 to threshold
the data. Moreover, the long tails could not be reproduced by
simply including velocities corresponding to errors >200 m
s−1 in the synthetic data. Also, the PDF of velocity errors had
the largest number of large values for Halley Population B, so
the most extreme case has been considered. However, there
is an unlikely caveat to this argument: the FITACF veloc-
ity errors themselves may have been grossly under-estimated
and poorly characterised.
Having shown the PDFs of δvLOS are indicative of geo-
physical behaviour, the extent to which the PDFs of δvLOS
collapse on to a common curve was investigated. The same
methods used to achieve scaling collapse of δε explained in
Sect. 2 were used. First, the scaling parameters α0 were esti-
mated from the gradient of a log-log plot of the peak proba-
bility density versus time scale τ . Next, the scaling parame-
ter αGSF was identified using GSF analysis, noting the outer
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 12. The extent to which the PDFs of δvLOS collapse to a com-
mon curve for (a) Halley Population B, and (b) Halley Population
A. The same method used to collapse the PDFs of δε was used.
Common bin sizes of 1 m s−1 were used for δvLOS prior to scaling.
time scales of the self-similar regimes. For example, Fig. 10
shows the variogram of moments Sm(τ )=〈|δvLOS(t, τ )|m〉 for
m=1 to 6 (bottom to top), as well as for the standard devia-
tions, σ (τ ) (squares). Figure 11 tests whether Sm(τ )∝τ ζ(m),
plotting ζ (m) versus order m over the range m=−1 to 6
(cf. Fig. 6). Within experimental error, the gradients ζ (m)
increase linearly with m, and the gradient of the best fit curve
gives αGSF=0.17±0.06.
The GSF results were surprisingly linear, even for the
higher order moments at the longest τ . In part, this may be
caused by our strongly conditioned data. The radars cannot
measure vLOS values out to 10σ . For example, for Halley
Population B at τ=256 min, 10σ corresponds to 6.8 km s−1,
compared to the Nyquist limit of∼2.6 km s−1. Hence δvLOS
values less than 3σ were used, but this only rejected a small
fraction of the data because 3σ is near to the Nyquist limit.
Despite this difficulty, our analysis discerned consistent, rel-
ative variations in the scaling parameters amongst the differ-
ent populations. Table 1 lists the values of α0, αGSF, H , and
their errors obtained for the different data sets. Although the
absolute values of the different parameters differ, the relative
Table 1. Year 2000 scaling parameters obtained from PDF peaks
and GSF analysis.
Data set α0 αGSF H
ACE solar wind δε 0.43±0.03 0.25±0.05 0.23±0.05
Halley dayside Population B, 0.19±0.04 0.17±0.06 0.16±0.05
spectral width >150 m s−1
Halley dayside Population A, 0.23±0.04 0.29±0.06 0.25±0.04
spectral width <75 m s−1
TIGER nightside Population B, 0.18±0.04 0.12±0.06 0.10±0.05
spectral width >150 m s−1
TIGER nightside Population A, 0.35±0.04 0.21±0.06 0.17±0.05
spectral width <75 m s−1
variations are in good agreement. In all cases, the individual
data points were reasonably close to the best fit straight lines.
Next we show the extent to which the PDFs for different τ
collapse to a single common curve using the scaling parame-
ters α0 given in Table 1. Figure 12a plots log10(Ps(δvLOS,
τ )) versus δvLOSs where Ps(δvLOS, τ )=τ−α0P (δvLOS, τ ),
and δvLOSs=δvLOSτ−α0 for Halley Population B. The figure
shows the collapse of the PDFs to the same curve is very
good out to at least δvLOS=±800 m s−1 for all τ . However,
beyond this speed there is a slight “role-off” of the wings,
especially for τ=256 min. The mapping δvLOSs=δvLOSτ−α0
implies that the role-off corresponds to measured veloci-
ties of ∼2.5 km s−1, the approximate Nyquist limit of the
radars. Hence the role-off is an artifact associated with
under-sampling. Otherwise the scaling collapse is good, con-
firming the self-affinity of the δvLOS data over time scales of
60 s to∼4 h. In fact, as will be seen, this was the best scaling
collapse achieved for any of the radar data sets.
Figure 12b shows the scaling collapse for Halley Popu-
lation A was good out to δvLOS=±250 m s−1 for τ=1 to
128 min, but started to fail for τ=256 min (orange). There
was a slight bias for vLOS to increase (i.e. positive δvLOS)
at the longest time scale, τ=256 min. The results are very
noisy beyond δvLOS=±250 m s−1 since the electric fields
tend to be much weaker deeper inside the magnetosphere.
In Fig. 12a, there was also a slight bias for vLOS to decrease
at the longest time scale, τ=256 min. When the measure-
ments for Populations A and B were combined, the biases to-
wards positive δvLOS for small |δvLOS|, and towards negative
δvLOS for large |δvLOS|, remained. These biases are statisti-
cally significant because there were over 400 000 samples at
τ=256 min.
Measurements of δvLOS at the longest time scales,
τ≥256 min, represent a mixture of spatial and temporal vari-
ations. The δvLOS values represent differences between ve-
locities measured in the morning and afternoon convection
cells. The bias for larger vLOS to decrease for Population
B means the receding velocities were stronger (i.e. more
negative) in the afternoon side of the convection throat at
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higher latitudes, whereas the bias for smaller vLOS to in-
crease for Population A means the receding velocities were
weaker (i.e. less negative) in the afternoon side of the convec-
tion throat at lower latitudes. The biases which developed at
longer τ were caused by spatial variations in the underling
statistical convection pattern.
In the common modes of operation, SuperDARN radars
measure vLOS on all 16 beams every 1 min (2 min) using
3-s (6-s) coherently averaged ACFs (i.e. integrations). The
δvLOS samples calculated at τ=1 min mostly used measure-
ments of vLOS made with 3-s integrations, whereas the δvLOS
samples for τ≥2 min used measurements made with a mix-
ture of 3- and 6-s integrations. This is relevant because when
the ionospheric irregularities and vLOS change on time scales
comparable to 1–10 s, slightly different vLOS values will be
measured using different integration times. The results ob-
tained for τ=1 min differ slightly because of this reason.
When the PDFs of Halley data shown in Fig. 12 were
further sorted according to IMF Bz, the same scaling col-
lapse occurred, except the results had more scatter because
of the fewer number of samples. However, the PDFs of Pop-
ulation A had noticeably sharper peaks for Bz southward,
and broader peaks for Bz northward. That is, there was a
greater probability for large δvLOS at all τ when Bz was
northward for Population A found at lower latitudes. Very
minor changes were found when sorting the PDFs according
to By . Table 2 shows the scaling parameter α0 versus the
orientation of Bz.
Table 2 also lists the kurtosis of the unscaled PDFs aver-
aged over τ=1 to 256 min, <κ>. The kurtosis is given by:
κ = 1
N
N−1∑
j=0
[(
δvLOSj − δvLOS
)
variance1/2
]4
− 3
(Spiegel and Boxer, 1972). When the kurtosis is negative,
zero, and positive, the distributions are platykurtic, mesokur-
tic (Gaussian), and leptokurtic, respectively. Here all the
kurtosis values were large and positive, and they decreased
as τ increased (cf. Fig. 9). This confirms the PDFs were
leptokurtic, having sharp peaks and long tails. The kurtosis
was strongest for Population A, especially for Bz southward.
Moreover, the average kurtosis values were even larger when
the PDFs for τ=64 to 256 min were not included, thereby
eliminating biases due to spatial variations in the large-scale
convection.
Lastly, Table 2 also lists root-mean-square (RMS) values
of the velocity fluctuations averaged over τ=1 to 256 min,
<δvRMS>. These RMS values facilitate inter-comparison
between the magnitude of the velocity fluctuations observed
by the two radars. Consistent with Fig. 9, δvRMS increased
with τ for every way the results were sorted. Also, <δvRMS>
was larger for Population B which had larger vLOS. It is
important to note that <δvRMS> was substantially smaller
(greater) for Bz southward (northward) for Population A, but
not for Population B.
Table 2. Scaling parameters α0 for vLOS observed by the Halley
radar in the dayside ionosphere.
Population Bz α0 <κ> <δvRMS>
(spectral width)
B (>150 m s−1) All 0.19±0.04 6.7 497.3 m s−1
B (>150 m s−1) South 0.18±0.04 6.5 498.8 m s−1
B (>150 m s−1) North 0.19±0.04 6.9 482.6 m s−1
A (<75 m s−1) All 0.23±0.04 58.2 248.9 m s−1
A (<75 m s−1) South 0.23±0.04 76.2 203.7 m s−1
A (<75 m s−1) North 0.21±0.04 43.2 262.8 m s−1
3.3 Results for TIGER radar vLOS (electric field)
Figure 13 shows the PDFs of vLOS for τ=1, 2, 4, . . . ,
256 min observed using the TIGER radar in the nightside
high-latitude ionosphere. Part (a) shows the results for Pop-
ulation B (spectral width ≥150 m s−1), and part (b) shows
the results for Population A (spectral width ≤75 m s−1). As
explained in Sect. 3.1, Population B echoes are more likely
to be found on open field lines in the polar cap, but also on
closed field lines just equatorward of the open-closed bound-
ary, whereas Population A echoes are more likely to be found
on closed field lines in the auroral and sub-auroral iono-
sphere. Population A echoes are also more likely to be found
in regions of high Pedersen conductance which often corre-
sponds to the auroral ionosphere (Parkinson et al., 2004).
The PDFs of vLOS for Population B (Fig. 13a) are highly
skewed toward positive values, and they appear single
peaked. The positive skew occurs because the distribution
is dominated by anti-sunward flows exiting the polar cap
(cf. Fig. 7). Not surprisingly, the PDFs shift more (less)
toward positive values for Bz southward (northward). The
PDFs appear single peaked, but they may actually be the
synthesis of three overlapping but unresolved distributions.
There are negative (sunward) flows, and close examination
reveals a small enhancement near vLOS=0 m s−1, possibly
caused by ground scatter mistaken for ionospheric scatter.
The PDFs of vLOS for Population A (Fig. 13b) are tri-
modal, consisting of a dominate peak associated with anti-
sunward flows exiting the polar cap (motion towards the
radar), a secondary peak centred close to vLOS=0 m s−1, and
a tertiary peak associated with sunward flows. Because of
expansion and contraction of the auroral oval, the ratio of the
amplitude of positive vLOS peak to the negative vLOS peak in-
creases (decreases) for Bz southward (northward). The sec-
ondary peak is mostly due to zonal flows in the auroral and
sub-auroral ionosphere. It becomes the dominate peak when
Bz is northward, and the tertiary peak when Bz is southward.
These changes are also consistent with the expected expan-
sion and contraction of the polar cap with Bz.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 13. PDFs of vLOS for τ=1 min (black), 2 min, . . . , 256 min (or-
ange) observed using the TIGER radar during 20:00 to 02:00 MLT.
The results have been sorted according to (a) spectral width≥150 m
s−1 (Population B), and (b) spectral width ≤75 m s−1 (Popula-
tion A). The number of samples varied from 266 388 for τ=1 min
to 1 625 514 for τ=16 min for Population B, and from 117 421 for
τ=1 min to 591 619 for τ=2 min for Population A. A bin size of 1 m
s−1 was used for vLOS.
Figure 13a shows that some large positive vLOS values
are less likely to occur at τ=256 min (orange), and Fig. 13b
shows that the secondary peak close to vLOS=0 m s−1 grows
in amplitude with τ . These effects occur because the
vLOS samples at τ=1 min were measured during 20:01 to
02:00 MLT, whereas at τ=256 min they were measured dur-
ing 00:44 to 02:00 MLT (i.e. 256 min after 20:00 MLT). The
convection pattern tends to become more zonal when the
radar FoV is in the latter MLT sector.
The same procedures used to estimate scaling parameters
for the Halley radar data in preceding section were applied
to the TIGER data. Table 1 lists the values of α0, αGSF, H ,
and their errors for Populations A and B, and Table 3 lists the
values of α0 for Bz southward and northward conditions. In
most cases, the individual data points were reasonably close
to the best fit straight line, but as previously explained, the
largest errors occurred for τ=1 and 256 min. Kurtosis and
(a)
(b)
Fig. 14. The extent to which the PDFs of δvLOS collapse to a com-
mon curve for (a) TIGER Population B, and (b) TIGER Population
A. Common bin sizes of 1 m s−1 were used for δvLOS prior to scal-
ing.
RMS values of un-scaled vLOS values averaged over τ=1 to
256 min are also given.
Figure 14a shows the extent to which the PDFs of
δvLOS collapse to the same curve for TIGER Population
B. The scaling collapse of the PDFs was satisfactory out
to δvLOS≈±800 m s−1 for all τ , but the probability of
|δvLOS|>800 m s−1 decreases with τ . That is, the same “role
off” of the wings found for Halley Population B (cf. Fig. 12a)
is steeper and more clearly defined for TIGER echoes be-
cause of the greater number of available samples. The
effect was strongest for τ=256 min because the mapping
δvLOSs=δvLOSτ−α0 implies the role off corresponds to mea-
sured velocities of ∼2.6 km s−1, the Nyquist limit of the
radar. Strong leptokurtic wings persisted for τ=1 min, as they
might for larger τ if the radars could measure velocities in the
order of 10 km s−1.
Figure 14b shows that mono-scaling collapse of the
PDFs for Population A was not achieved. Here we used
α0=0.35±0.04, but varying this parameter did not improve
the scaling significantly. Whilst the PDFs collapsed to the
same curve out to δvLOS≈±40 m s−1, even this result is
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questionable because measurement errors most strongly af-
fected the peaks of the PDFs (i.e. Fig. 9). We conclude the
results for TIGER Population A are not self-affine, even less
self-affine than for Halley Population B. When allowing for
errors, the graph of ζ (m) versus m suggests the results might
be multi-fractal.
When the PDFs for Population A and B were sorted ac-
cording to the IMF, large values of δvLOS had a greater prob-
ability for Bz northward. Only minor changes were found
when the PDFs were sorted according to By .
4 Discussion
An ongoing concern in the field of magnetospheric com-
plexity science is the extent to which the magnetosphere is
a SOC system, or a forced SOC system (F/SOC) (Chang,
1992). Some aspects of magnetospheric dynamics are di-
rectly driven by the solar wind, yet others seem to arise from
internal interactions, and it is possible the dynamics are of-
ten driven yet self-organised, behaving in a way analogous to
phase transitions (Ukhorskiy et al., 2003). The driver might
dominate the magnetospheric dynamics when and where the
coupling is strong, yet self-organisation might prevail when
and where the coupling is weak. For example, it is well
known that fluctuations in the dayside cusp currents and elec-
tric fields in the ionosphere respond rapidly to changing solar
wind conditions. The DP2 current system and related electric
fields might also fluctuate in a way that is partly determined
by the driver.
Although the overall shape of the magnetotail owes its
very existence to the solar wind, much of its complicated
internal structure might be self-organised. Many DP1 sub-
storm current un-loadings are triggered by IMF northward
turnings, but there are so-called spontaneous substorms
(Borovsky, 1993). Also, there is a distinction between the
driver and trigger for a system near to criticality. For exam-
ple, the weather ultimately drives snow avalanches, yet the
trigger may be any perturbation, such as a skier traversing
the slope. In the case of substorms, an external trigger does
not preclude self-organisation. Given the spontaneity of sub-
storms, it seems reasonable to suggest that much of the inter-
nal structure and evolution of the magnetotail is not directly
driven.
Our re-scaled radar observations are in basic agreement
with this broad picture of the magnetosphere. Halley Popu-
lation B corresponds to echoes from the dayside greater cusp,
and mostly included the effects of electric field fluctuations
associated with the DP2 and cusp current systems. Like the
solar wind ε fluctuations (Fig. 3), the Halley Population B
results exhibited the most convincing mono-fractal scaling
(Fig. 12a). Halley Population A results also exhibited rea-
sonable self-affinity (Fig. 12b). Although these low spectral
width echoes are thought to map to closed field lines (Baker
et al., 1995), they include echoes which map to the low-
Table 3. Scaling parameters α0 for vLOS observed by the TIGER
radar in the nightside ionosphere.
Population Bz α0 <κ> <δvRMS>
(spectral width)
B (>150 m s−1) All 0.18±0.04 9.9 402.2 m s−1
B (>150 m s−1) South 0.18±0.04 10.3 397.8 m s−1
B (>150 m s−1) North 0.19±0.04 9.5 404.5 m s−1
A (<75 m s−1) All 0.35±0.04 22.6 379.6 m s−1
A (<75 m s−1) South 0.34±0.04 34.4 306.0 m s−1
A (<75 m s−1) North 0.35±0.04 14.5 459.0 m s−1
latitude boundary layer, a region exhibiting dynamics closely
related to the cusp, and perhaps sometimes residing on open
field lines. Because of the conducting, incompressible iono-
sphere, fluctuations in the electric potential generated by re-
connection across the merging gap may penetrate to closed
field lines laying just equatorward of the open-closed mag-
netic field line boundary.
TIGER Population B echoes also exhibited good self-
affinity (Fig. 14a). Within experimental error, they shared the
same scaling parameters as Halley Population B (Table 1).
However, the fluctuations levels, as measured by <δvRMS>,
were slightly larger for Halley Population B. Most TIGER
Population B echoes map to open magnetic field lines in the
tail lobes, and they must be associated with the DP2 cur-
rent system, and partly the DP1 current system. TIGER
Population A echoes are found further equatorward and they
map to the plasma sheet in the magnetotail, a region thought
to exhibit multi-fractal behaviour (Lui, 2001). Our TIGER
Population A echoes did not exhibit mono-fractal scaling
(Fig. 14b). These fluctuations must include strong effects
associated with substorm DP1 current un-loadings which
might constitute system wide avalanches. In the future, we
aim to further sort all the PDFs according to substorm phase
(DP1) and non-substorm (DP2) conditions, as well as per-
form a multi-fractal analysis.
The PDFs of δvLOS probably collapsed to the same curve
for Halley and TIGER Populations B for τ=1 to 256 min, but
less so for Halley Population A. The existence of this power
law scaling is an attribute of SOC, but some other, perhaps
unknown linear or non-linear dynamic might also explain our
results. Nor do our results prove the fluctuating ionospheric
electric fields are directly driven by corresponding fluctua-
tions in the solar wind. Coincidentally, both space plasmas
may be governed by nonlinear dynamics exhibiting similar
scaling. The importance of the solar wind driver might be
revealed by a multi-year study of seasonal and solar cycle
variations in the scaling parameters, revealing common sys-
tematic variations.
SuperDARN radars were designed to measure convection
speeds in the order of ∼100 m s−1 to 2–3 km s−1, and they
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provide an outstanding view of global-scale electrodynamics
(Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998). The invention of the pulse
set/FITACF approach achieved a large Nyquist frequency
whilst reducing the deleterious affects of range aliasing when
sampling out to great ranges (1000 to 3000 km). However,
the radar data has its limitations and our interpretation took
them into account. Of fundamental concern is the ability of
existing radars to measure very small (∼1–10 m s−1) and
very large (>2 km s−1) velocity with small relative error.
The shapes of the PDFs of δvLOS are probably reasonable
for intermediate velocities, but the peaks of the PDFs might
become sharper with increased Doppler resolution. Also,
the shapes of the present PDFs imply the probability density
in the long tails would increase with improved angular and
range resolution, and Nyquist frequency. The PDFs may be
even more leptokurtic than shown (cf. Fig. 9). This implies
the existence of intense flows at small scale sizes.
Lanchester et al. (1996) reported high space and time (9 s)
resolution EISCAT measurements of electric field coinci-
dent with TV images of optical aurora. These measure-
ments revealed the existence of intense (∼400 mV m−1),
short-lived (∼minute) electric fields occurring at the edges
of auroral arcs. Other TV images of optical aurora reveal
intense, small-scale (<10 km) filamentary currents with life-
times <1 s, and no doubt these are also accompanied by in-
tense electric fields. The fractal limits of filamentary current
and electric field structure is unknown, but we expect it to
extend down to the same scale size of ionospheric irregular-
ities and energy dependent gyro-radii (<1 m). Although the
radars do not access the regime of rare, intense, and spatially
localised fluctuations of most relevance to magnetospheric
complexity, the long tails of the PDFs of δvLOS do imply the
existence of such fluctuations. Combined, these results im-
ply the existence of convection “microbursts”. Radars with
the spatial and temporal resolution required to analyse this
regime need to be developed.
Further experimental support for the relevance of intense
small-scale electric field fluctuations is provided by an in-
termittency analysis of high time resolution SIERRA rocket
measurements (Tam et al., 2005). They identified a power
law scaling regime for fluctuations in auroral electric fields
extending from 5 ms to ∼1/3 s in the rocket reference frame.
The smallest scale fluctuations exhibit the strongest intermit-
tency. The treatise of Chang et al. (2004) provides theoret-
ical support for the cause of intermittent plasma turbulence
at these small scales, and hence the cause of complexity in
space plasmas. These recent studies also suggest that im-
proved HF radars would measure intense activity at smaller
scales.
It was not possible to reliably infer the outer limit of the
scaling regime because the Nyquist frequency of ∼2.6 km
s−1 caused a steep role off in the re-scaled PDFs at the largest
τ . Also, at the longest time scales, τ≥256 min, the δvLOS
values became a mixture of spatial and temporal fluctuations.
We attributed some of the discrepancies in the PDFs to aver-
age spatial variations in the underling statistical convection
pattern. Although this is a second-order effect, ideally we
require a radar which resides in the same MLT sector as the
Earth rotates. However, given the earlier Hnat et al. (2002b,
2003a) results obtained using the AE indices, the present re-
sults confirmed the outer limit of the scaling regime extended
to near τ=128 or 256 min.
TIGER Population A corresponds to an ionospheric
regime dominated by energetic particle precipitation and sup-
pression of electric field fluctuations by large Pedersen con-
ductance (Parkinson et al., 2004). It is well known that mag-
netic field lines are not equipotentials in the auroral iono-
sphere because of field-aligned potential drops. Large-scale
electric fields map from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere
in the auroral oval, but the short-scale electric fields are sup-
pressed (Weimer et al., 1985). Hence the “Pedersen conduc-
tance filter” will have the largest impact at the shortest time
scales for TIGER Population A. Ideally, the transfer function
specifying how fluctuations in the magnetosphere map to the
ionosphere ought to be measured and de-convolved from the
radar measurements.
Perhaps it is surprising that scaling collapse was achieved
for all of the PDFs from τ=1 to 256 min because the chosen
values of τ crossed the time scales of different physical pro-
cesses. Solar wind fluctuations and the magnetospheric in-
terchange instability probably drive electric field fluctuations
across a broad range of time scales. ULF waves contribute
to the fluctuation level for τ<15 min, whereas atmospheric
gravity waves might contribute for 15 min<τ<120 min, and
tides and planetary waves at even longer τ . However, the fact
that scaling collapse was achieved suggest the role of ULF
waves was secondary, or they shared the same stochastic
properties of the observed fluctuating electric fields. Gravity
waves might be generated with periods similar to the electric
field fluctuations driving them via the Lorentz force, whereas
the effects of tides and planetary waves occur at longer time
scales than analysed here.
Golovchanskaya et al. (2002) used Dynamics Explorer 2
(DE 2) observations to show the high-latitude convection is
more likely to be smooth when it is strongly driven under
Bz southward conditions, and that electric field fluctuations
increase in intensity on closed field lines under Bz north-
ward conditions. They propose that when Bz is northward,
interchange instability develops within closed field line re-
gions mapping to high latitude. They also reported their DE
2 electric field fluctuations had a most common scale size
of 11 km, an irregularity scale size comparable to the small-
scale vortices thought to strongly influence the Doppler spec-
tral widths measured by SuperDARN radars (Huber and
Sofko, 2000).
Similarly, the present HF radar observations show evi-
dence for a Bz northward enhancement of fluctuation level.
Tables 2 and 3, show that <δvRMS> was larger for both Hal-
ley and TIGER Populations A when Bz was northward, but
for neither Population B. Population A echoes tend to occur
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on closed field lines mapping to deeper inside the magne-
tosphere where interchange instability will enhance δvLOS,
whereas Population B echoes occur at higher latitude on open
field lines, and on closed field lines just equatorward of the
open-closed boundary.
In conceptual models of magnetosphere-ionosphere cou-
pling, the open-closed magnetic field line boundary is adi-
aroic and represented by a smooth line (fractal dimension =
1). However, the present results show the convective flow has
a large fractal dimension, especially in proximity to the day-
side cusp. This raises the possibility that an adiaroic open-
closed boundary is also fractal. The radar spectral width
boundary, often taken as a proxy for the open-closed bound-
ary, exhibits structure down to the time and range resolu-
tion of the measurements (see Parkinson et al., 2002). The
iso-contours of auroral intensity are also known to be fractal
(e.g., Kozelov, 2003). The fractal dimension of the poleward
boundary of the auroral oval, and other proxies for the open-
closed boundary, need to be determined.
5 Summary
1. The solar wind ε parameter was estimated using ACE
spacecraft measurements during year 2000. As with previ-
ous studies, the PDFs of fluctuations in ε at various time
scales τ were compiled and found to be leptokurtic. There
was a greater occurrence of small (large) δε values for small
(large) values of τ , with the cross over points located near
δε∼±0.310 W.
2. Peaks in the PDFs were used to estimate the scaling
parameter α0. Estimates of α0 were vexed because of the
sin4(θ /2) term in the definition of ε, combined with sensitiv-
ity to measurement errors. α0 increased with decreasing bin
size used to resolve the peaks but there was a local maximum
of α0=0.43±0.03 for 1δε∼0.0000110 W, in agreement with
earlier work.
3. GSF analysis was used to estimate the scaling parame-
ter αGSF=0.25±0.05 and the Hurst exponent H=0.23±0.05.
The moments of the GSF analysis of δε exhibited power law
scaling over 9 octaves of time scale ranging from 46 s to
∼9.1 h, and scaling collapse of the PDFs was also achieved.
The δε fluctuations were self-affine (mono-fractal) over this
regime.
4. SuperDARN radar measurements of ionospheric vLOS
in the meridional direction (equivalent to zonal electric field)
were analysed in the same way as the ε parameter. The HF
radar measurements were sorted according to Halley mea-
surements in the dayside ionosphere (08:00 to 14:00 MLT)
and TIGER measurements in the nightside ionosphere (20:00
to 02:00 MLT). The analyses were further sorted according
to regions of high spectral width (Population B, >150 m s−1)
occurring predominantly on open field lines within the polar
cap, and low spectral width (Population A, <75 m s−1) oc-
curring predominantly on closed field lines mapping deeper
inside the magnetosphere. The analysis was also sorted ac-
cording to basic categories of the IMF.
5. The PDFs of vLOS measured by both radars were in
basic agreement with standard two-cell convection patterns,
and they also changed in shape with Bz in the expected way.
Large vLOS values occurred most often for Halley Population
B in the greater cusp, and small vLOS values occurred most
often for TIGER Population A mapping to the nightside in-
ner magnetosphere.
6. PDFs of fluctuations in vLOS were compiled for time
scales τ from 1 min to 256 min. The smallest time scale
was limited by the time resolution of the radar scans and the
largest time scale by rotation of the radars in MLT. The PDFs
of δvLOS were leptokurtic and modeling of the weakly cor-
related velocity errors suggested the leptokurtic peaks would
“sharpen” if the errors were reduced. The effective Nyquist
frequency of the measurements limited the probability den-
sity in the long tails of the leptokurtic functions.
7. Peaks in the PDFs of δvLOS and GSF analyses were
used to estimate scaling parameters for the radar measure-
ments. The scaling parameters were then used to test for scal-
ing collapse. Halley Population B exhibited the most con-
vincing self-affinity (like the ε parameter) out to the Nyquist
limit. Halley Population A and TIGER Population B also
exhibited self-affinity, whereas TIGER Population A did not
exhibit scaling collapse. Due to the conducting, incompress-
ible ionosphere, fluctuations in the electric potential in the
open magnetosphere (Halley Population B) can penetrate to
the closed field lines residing just equatorward of the open-
closed boundary (Halley Population A). Thus the three most
outer domains (Halley Populations B and A, and TIGER
Population B) exhibit scaling most akin to the solar wind,
whereas TIGER Population A tends to map to the nightside
plasma sheet, a separate electrodynamic region generating
DP1 substorm current unloadings.
8. Referring to Tables 1 to 3, the scaling parameters ob-
tained for Halley and TIGER Population B were essentially
the same, namely α0=0.185±0.04. The zonal electric field
fluctuations exhibited the strongest mono-fractal cascade in
these higher latitude regions. For the dayside Halley Popula-
tion A, α0 was 0.23±0.04, the next most fractal region. For
the nightside TIGER Population A, α0 was 0.35±0.04, but
scaling collapse did not occur. Electrodynamic fluctuations
in the nightside plasma sheet are known to be multi-fractal.
No significant variations in the scaling parameters were de-
tected between Bz north and south categories for any of the
morphological regions, suggesting an internal organisation
of fluctuation.
9. Finally, referring to Tables 2 and 3, the average RMS ve-
locity fluctuations, <δvRMS>, were largest for Halley Popu-
lation B, next largest for TIGER Population B, and weakest
for Halley Population A. The <δvRMS> values were sub-
stantially smaller (larger) for Bz southward (northward) for
both Halley and TIGER Population A which tend to map to
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closed field lines in the inner magnetosphere. Again, this is
further evidence for an internal organisation of fluctuation.
An important consequence of this work is that any
dynamical model predicting variability in magnetosphere-
ionosphere behaviour on time scales <4 h should exhibit sta-
tistical scaling properties like those found in this study, oth-
erwise the predictions may be flawed in some way.
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